
Ideal for application
to face masks

When incorporated into 
polyurethana foam, treatment will 
protect foam from microbial attack

Treated articles will effectively kill
microorganisms which 

cause odours

Treated articles will
effectively kill enveloped virus
(including novel coronavirus)

Angarika in association with HealthGuard 
AMIC presents the Anti-Corona fabric

This global pandemic has brought everything to a standstill and has 
increased the need to maintain hygiene more than ever. The COVID -19 
virus spreads through saliva droplets and coming in close contact with an 
infected person. Therefore, maintaining hygiene and wearing mask is a 
crucial phenomenon. To manufacture the best quality of fabric mask, 
Angaika has partnered with HealthGuard AMIC Australia, pioneer in 
protective fabrics worldwide.

HealthGuard AMIC is a global leader of over 25 years in tailored non-
invasive healthcare. It is an Australian company that is dedicated to 
research and development of safe innovative biotech solutions for a 
broad range of products. Each of its products is independently tested at 
world-leading facilities.

Angarika and HealthGuard AMIC’s association has created a fabric that 
will protect you from the virus. The ‘Cosmetic based chemistry’ coating 
utilised in making the fabric, is made of positive compounds and when it 
comes in contact with the negative compounds, it disintegrates the outer 
lipid coating and destroys the virus in a few seconds. This technology is 
tested in the esteemed laboratories of Australia and India.

Advantages of Cosmetic Based Chemistry

•  Made of natural substances

•  Doesn’t harm the human skin

•  Has no side effects

•  All ingredients are sustainable and biodegradable: environment friendly

•  Won’t leach (emit) any harmful components when in contact with liquid

•  Renders a soft and smooth feel to the fabric

•  Recommended by health experts

The future is promising

We want our customers to stay protected in style. Made from natural components and sustainable technology this 
real Anti-Corona fabric mask is extremely stylish as well as skin-friendly. This mask is the smartest way to stay 
protected from the virus, bacteria & air pollution. Choose Angarika’s fabric mask & let's fight this pandemic together.

Anti-Corona Fabric used in our mask is guaranteed 99.99% effective against Corona Virus (H1N1), SARS, and 

Inuenza Virus with a broad range of Anti-Microbial treatment. The fabric has non-leaching properties compared 

to other metal-based chemistry products, that means the treated layer of the fabric does not dissolve in water.

Anti-viral textile finish destroys COVID-19
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